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ABSTRACT:
The Department of Agriculture – Region VII reports that many mango orchards in Cebu province are dying because of the absence
of required post-harvest attention. Lacklustre yields and erratic pest infestations have driven some farmers and growers to abandon
mango orchards. To help revive low-yielding mango orchards, there is a need to distinguish actively bearing mango trees from
those that remain dormant throughout the year. Using remote sensing techniques, mango trees from separate orchards in Brgy.
Cantipay, Carmen, Cebu were mapped and studied using multi-temporal Sentinel-2 data (from January 2018 through May 2019).
Prior to that, a field visit was conducted to survey the area using UAVs and field observation, and in the process, was able to
identify an abandoned mango orchard. Pixel-based Normal Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) values were extracted from each
of the 822 geotagged mango trees with an average of 16 trees among 53 divisions. Time series were derived from the average of
the NDVI values from each division and plotted per month of extraction from oldest to latest. Clustering was applied to the time
series data using Hierarchical Clustering with Ward’s Minimum Variance as an algorithm to determine the divisions with the
closest time series. Using the resulting dendrogram as basis, two major clusters were selected based on the value of their distances
with each other: Cluster 1 containing 29 Divisions, and Cluster 2 containing 24 Divisions. Cluster 1 contains most of the Divisions
in and around the biggest active mango orchard. In contrast, Cluster 2 contains most of the Divisions that are in and around the
previously identified abandoned mango orchard. An alternative dendrogram was also created by using Complete Linkage algorithm
in Hierarchical Clustering, after which 3 relevant clusters were selected. The second dendrogram highlights the stark difference
between Division 1, contained in Cluster 3, from the rest of the other clustered divisions at 2.17 units from the next closest one.
Notably, Division 1 is located smack in the middle of the abandoned orchard The remaining clusters, Cluster 2 with 21 divisions
containing most of the divisions in the abandoned orchard, is 2.46 distance units away from Cluster 1, which has 31 and hosting
most of the divisions in the active mango orchards. Two major clusters emerged from using the two algorithms. Divisions with
higher and more variant NDVI values seemed to come from the mango trees which were more active during the fruiting cycle.
Divisions from the abandoned mango orchards were observed to have lower and less varied NDVI values because of minimal
activity in the trees. Other Divisions clustered under the abandoned orchard could have been juveniles based on their size.
1. INTRODUCTION
Cebu is known as one of the top mango producing provinces in
the Philippines. In 2018, Cebu produced over 43,480.80 metric
tons of mangoes or 6.1% of the overall production share in the
country. There was a notable increase in the production of
mangoes in 2018 compared with the previous two years; still a
far cry from the numbers tallied in 2015, where production in the
province peaked in recent years at 53,269.89 metric tons
(Philippine Statistics Authority, 2018). The Department of
Agriculture – Region VII cites the deteriorating health of the
mango trees in the province as one of the reasons why the mango
industry in the province has not yet reach its full potential. A
number of mango orchards have been reported to be dormant or
unable to bear fruits because either: they were affected by
previous infestation; their health are deteriorating from over
inducing and pesticide abuse; or the trees weren’t sprayed with
flower inducers at all because of farmers demotivated by small to
no profits (Fernandez-Stark et al., 2017).
Farmers can avail three types of contracts in the country:
leasehold, output-sharing, and broker. Amongst the three,
leasehold has been regarded as the most disruptive and most
unsustainable (Briones, 2013). When the leaseholders take over
the farms, they exhaust the trees by over-spraying inducers to

produce as much fruit as possible and using unapproved
chemicals to get as much profit as possible within the limited
amount of time indicated in the contract. By the end of their
contracts, these leaseholders leave the farms in a damaged state.
This short-sighted, unsustainable farming practice can lead to the
deterioration of the trees’ health, which could result to long time
dormancy or the imminent death of the trees (Fernandez-Stark et
al., 2017).
This study intends to distinguish actively bearing mango trees
from mangos that remained dormant throughout a certain period
of time using remote sensing techniques by employing multitemporal multi-spectral Sentinel-2 data and clustering on the
extracted NDVI-based phenological time series. Remote sensing
provides a way to monitor vegetation using indices derived from
multi-spectral maps (Johansen, Raharjo, 2017; Sun et. al., 2018;
; Peña, 2017;). Vegetation index time series are employed to
study and track the phenology of various types of vegetation over
a period (Sakamoto et. al., 2005; Aktaş, Burak, 2017; Seo et. al.,
2019). NDVI are ubiquitous in remote sensing studies for their
efficacy in detecting vegetation phenology (Chavez et. al., 2018;
Pan et. al., 2014). Using time series clustering, similarities
between trends are measured in order to form clusters of the same
pattern (Jamali et. al, 2015; Roelofsen, 2018; Kunze, 2018,
Gonçalves et. al., 2018).
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2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
2.1 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index or NDVI is a known
indicator of vegetation where greenness is quantified by
subtracting the Red band from the Near-Infrared band of multispectral maps. NDVI is used in various purposes such as
vegetation changes of an area, following a plant’s phenological
cycle, estimating yield, and many more (Schinasi et al., 2018).
NDVI was used in the study for its ubiquity in various researches
in the field of remote sensing and agriculture.
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is extracted
from the bands found in multi-spectral images. Managed by the
European Space Agency, Sentinel-2 mission produces free and
open multi-spectral maps with spatial resolution of 10m, 20m,
and 60m and containing thirteen bands from three parts of the
spectrum: visible, near infrared, and short wave. Applications of
Sentinel-2 data include monitoring land cover changes, crop
monitoring and yield estimation, and vegetation monitoring
(European Space Agency, n.d.).
The NDVI values can help determine the green density of an area
observing the unique hues of the reflected visible and nearinfrared light from plants. The higher the NDVI, the healthier and
denser the vegetation while the lower the NDVI, the less amount
of vegetation present (Drisya et al., 2018). Bands 8 (Near
Infrared) and 4 (Red) from the Sentinel-2 data are the bands used
in order to calculate the NDVI values per pixel and create an
equivalent NDVI map. To derive the NDVI values, difference
between the Near Infrared band and the Red band is calculated.
To extract NDVI values from multi-spectral data, the difference
of Near Infrared (NIR) and Red (RED) bands is divided by the
sum of the two as seen in Equation 1. Values of NDVI range from
-1 to +1 (Drisya et al., 2018).

referred to as hierarchical clustering (Roelofsen, 2018). This type
of clustering does not need to have defined cluster count in order
to function but when large data is fed, clustering can be time
consuming as distance matrix of all pairs are extracted. Nested
clusters in a tree are visualized as dendrograms as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Sample Dendrogram cut into three different clusters
Hierarchical clustering can be classified into two according to
their approach, agglomerative and divisive. Agglomerative
clustering, the more commonly used among the two, starts from
the bottom of all the observations where at each step,
observations and clusters can be grouped together. Divisive
clustering starts from the top and splits the cluster at each step
until they are split individually (Roelofsen, 2018).
3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Study Area and Scope

(1)
where
NDVI = normalized difference vegetation index
NIR = near-infrared band
RED = Red band

2.2 Time Series Clustering using Hierarchical Clustering
Time Series is a compilation of discrete data over time that are
graphed, indexed, and listed chronologically. The data are
equally sequenced in a consecutive manner (Rani, Sikka, 2012).
Clustering is the method of looking for concealed patterns in the
data or grouping data that exhibits similarity among each other.
In practice, cluster analysis is done in three successive steps:
choosing a metric that quantifies similarity among data; enlisting
a method responsible for implementing the clusters; and
manually deciding the number of clusters (Roelofsen, 2018).
Time series clustering is an example of unsupervised
classification that lumps time series sets with no labels.
Clustering the data is based on the level of similarity the data
have by looking at the distance of their points from every given
time (Rani, Sikka, 2012). One form of time series clustering is
hierarchical clustering.
A type of clustering where a hierarchy of clusters is created in
order to show the level of similarity of data by their distance is

Figure 2. Orthophoto of Brgy. Cantipay, Carmen, Cebu (L).
Closer look at the identified dormant mango orchard (R).
Field visits to the different barangays in different municipalities
and cities in the province of Cebu were done. Locals were asked
if there are abandoned or unproductive mango trees in recent
times in their area. Prospected sites include mango orchards in:
Brgy. Kalunasan, Brgy. Sapangdaku, and Brgy. Guba in Cebu
City; Brgy. Buluang and Brgy. Bagalnga in Compostela, Cebu;
and Brgy Cantukong and Brgy. Cantipay in Carmen. In the end,
Brgy. Cantipay in Carmen, Cebu was chosen because of the
number of mango orchards in the area, area of each orchard,
density of mango trees per orchard, and the presence of an
abandoned mango orchard. Images of the mango orchards in
Brgy. Cantipay and the identified abandoned mango orchard are
found in Figure 2 above. During the field visit to a number of
orchards in Brgy. Cantipay field observations were conducted
and images were taken using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
to map the mango trees. An orchard that has been unproductive
for around 3 years was identified. However, most of the
surrounding orchards were observed to be well pruned and well
maintained with some trees in the flowering and fruiting stages
based on visual inspection of the UAV images and from actual
field observations.
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3.2 Google Earth Engine

trees as seen in Figure 0.0, the ids of the polygons were assigned
to every tree that was inside them. NDVI values were then
extracted using the geotagged points in all the multi-temporal
maps. The attribute table of the points was exported, containing
the id of each tree, their assigned divisions, and NDVI values of
each point found in each column where every column represents
a different date.
3.4 Creating the Time Series Data

Figure 3. Sample RGB map (L), Sample NDVI map (R)
Using Google Earth Engine (GEE), an online map repository and
geospatial analysis provider, images of the area (dating between
January 2018 to August 2019) from Sentinel-2 missions were
loaded and RGB maps were created and downloaded. The quality
of each RGB maps (sample shown in Figure 3) were manually
examined and fourteen dates were chosen for their clarity and
minimal presence of noisy data caused by clouds and shadows.
NDVI maps (sample shown in Figure 3) were calculated using
the formula in Equation 0.0 and downloaded using GEE.

Raw data consists of the id of the trees, corresponding polygon
ids per tree, and NDVI values of each date in columns arranged
chronologically. Using Excel, NDVI values of each tree
belonging to the same division based from the polygon ids were
averaged across all dates. Since Sentinel-2 data do not have
consistent brightness levels, min-max normalization, as seen in
Equation 2 below, was applied to all the average NDVI values
per Date. The resulting data contained time series of each
division per row of average NDVI values after being normalized.
𝑦 = (𝑥 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛)/(𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛)
where

(2)

X = dataset containing list of x values
min = minimum value of X
max = maximum value of X
x = value to be normalized

3.5 Time Series Clustering
3.3 Geographical Information System

Figure 4. Clouds and shadows present in maps from each date
were masked using polygons and aggregated into one shape file
Before geotagging the mango trees, erratic data such as clouds
and shadows were masked using polygons as such in Figure 4.
This is to ensure that no point will contain NDVI values of clouds
or shadows in any given period.

Using scipy library and python, a program was created to apply
hierarchical clustering to the time series data. Existing functions
from the scipy library were used to calculate the linkage of the
time series data. Linkage was done twice using two different
methods, the Complete Linkage and Ward’s Minimum Variance
algorithms, and visualized by dendrograms. The number of
clusters per dendrogram were decided based on the density and
distance values of each cluster. Z-value results from the linkage
function application were clustered again to retrieve the cluster
values of each division.

4

RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 5. Geotagged mango trees (L), Divisions were made to
resample data (R)
Using orthophotos from the Phil-LiDAR Project and as shown in
the left image in Figure 5, mango trees were geotagged manually
using points so extracted values would be more accurate per tree,
and mango trees that are too close to other types of vegetation
will be excluded. The trees were also divided so that there will be
less data to be processed as in the right image in Figure 5. In
dividing the mango trees using polygons, it was ensured that the
trees were close to each other, belong to the same orchard, and
no polygons should overlap. After geotagging and dividing the

Figure 6. Hierarchical Clustering dendrogram using Ward’s
Minimum Variance algorithm cut into 2 clusters
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Figure 6 shows the dendrogram after using Ward’s Minimum
Variance algorithm in the hierarchical cluster function. Two
major clusters are prominent with a distance of 6.02 units.
Cluster 1 (in red) with 29 overall clusters, contains majority of
Divisions that represent average values of trees in the identified
active mango orchard. Cluster 2 (in green) with 24 overall
clusters, contains 8 out of the 9 Divisions (Divisions 0-8) in the
previously identified abandoned orchard, excluding Division 2
which is found in Cluster 1. Division 1 appears to be an outlier
inside Cluster 2 given its high distance value of 2.18 units.

5

Two similar major cluster emerged from both clustering methods
were observed. One cluster containing majority of the Divisions
in the active orchards and the other cluster, containing most trees
from the abandoned orchard, Divisions containing juvenile trees,
and others. The first cluster has more varied time series attributed
to changes in phenology at each stage in their fruiting cycle and
higher NDVI values which could have been caused by new leaves
sprouting from pruning. The second cluster contains several
divisions representing trees that were dormant or still juvenile, so
activity is minimal. Based on this, the time series of NDVI values
of mango trees provides a way to distinguish trees with
active/dormant phenological changes during a period. This study,
if further improved, can provide a way to monitor the state of
mango trees and orchards in general in aiding the efforts of the
Department of Agriculture in rehabilitating the mango trees in the
province and to make the mango industry healthy and
sustainable.
6

Figure 7. Hierarchical Clustering dendrogram using Complete
Linkage algorithm cut into 3 clusters
Figure 7 represents the dendrogram resulting from using
Complete Linkage algorithm in the hierarchical clustering
function. The number of clusters which is three was decided
based on the density of prominent clusters and the value of the
distance units between them. The first cluster in red, Cluster 1
with 31 divisions, contains majority of Divisions in the identified
active mango orchard as with the Cluster 1 in Figure 6. The next
cluster in green, Cluster 2 with 21 clusters, contains 7 out of the
9 Divisions in the previously identified abandoned mango
orchard. Division 1, with a relatively higher distance from the
rest, has its own cluster. Similar to Figure 6, Division 2 is
included in Cluster 1 rather than Cluster 2 where most of the
Divisions in the abandoned orchard are clustered.
Two major types of clusters emerged from using the two
algorithms, the first manifested by Cluster 1, contains Divisions
in mango orchards that are still actively bearing fruits. This is
because the time series of each Division has more variance and
their NDVI values are higher. The variance could be attributed to
the changing phenologies of each tree in each stage of their
fruiting cycle and the high NDVI values could be attributed to
the new leaves sprouting from the trees after they are pruned. The
second cluster, represented by Cluster 2, contains most of the
Divisions in the previously identified mango orchard. Other
divisions in Cluster 2 are divisions that seem to have juvenile
trees based on their size in the orthophotos compared to the other
trees surrounding them. Another reason why other divisions are
clustered together with the Divisions representing the abandoned
trees and the juvenile trees, could be that they have also been
dormant during the dates in the study.

CONCLUSIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS

More ground data should be collected in the future. These data
include the dates of each stage in the fruiting of the mango trees
and harvesting, average yield per tree, weather of each date, and
dates of pruning. Orchards in the province are commonly small
scale compared to other provinces, so coordination with different
owners and farmers could be hard. Another area to look into is
the elevation of each orchard to see if it affects how data behaves
especially Cebu has a mountainous landscape where more mango
trees are located at the side of hills or mountains rather than in a
flatter terrain. It could also be better if more abandoned orchards
can be included in the data so there would be more samples to
study their behaviour. Future work should also explore using
other Vegetation and Blooming Indices to compare how they fare
in capturing the phenological stages of the mango trees. Other
clustering methods and distance measures like Distance Time
Warping should be explored too in the time series clustering
aspect.
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